
Figure 4. A. Riidiation pattern of a dipole. B. Sensitivity and reception. Shaded
area - see text.
crease and would drop to zero at the is the antenna protected by the hard
point of closest approach. By properly plastic nose cone. Just below this is the
adjusting the frequency response of the oscillator-detector coil. Next come the
audio amplifier, the effective detection tubes and their associated resistors and
sensitivity pattern can be modified to capacitors. Each tube is fitted into a
nearly match the burst pattern of the rubber shock-absorber. The tubes, re-
exploding shell. This is shown by the sistors and capacitors are laid out flat
shaded area of Fig.4B It will be ob- during assembly and wiring and then
served that the VT fuze is 'blind' look- rolled up into a cylinder for installation
ing 'dead ahead'. Thus if the shell is on into the fuze. Surrounding all of this is
a collision course with the target, it will capacitor Cf that fires the squib. Ca-
not go off prematurely but will wait till pacitor CF is rather large (1 uF) and so is
it impacts the target. formed into a cylinder that wraps
Circuit Assembly around the inner electronics bundle.
Figure 5 illustrates the arrangement This capacitor is said' to be the first

of components in a VT fuze. At the top capacitor to use mylar as the dielectric.
12 continued next p.age

the target. In the sample calculation
shown in Fig. 6, if the relative velocity
(missile to target) is 500 m. p.h. and the
oscillator frequency is 160 MHz, then
the Doppler frequency will be 238 Hz.
This signal is amplified by V2 and V3
and used to trigger V4. By proper ad-
justment of amplifier gain and thyra-
tron bias, the fuze can be programmed
to detonate when the shell comes close
enough to the target to be effective. (Sec
section on sensitivity testing).
Safety Devices
The shell shown in Fig. 5 has several

safety features built-in which greatly
reduce the possibility of accidental or
premature explosion. For example, if a
gunnerman accidentally drops a shell
onto the steel deck inside a gun turret
and the capsule holding the battery c!L'C-
trolyte breaks, the shell must not be
allowed to explode. And if the enemy
invents a countermeasures device de-
signed to detonate the shell immedi-
ately after it leaves the canon, a time
delay needs to be incorporated so that
the shell will be a safe distance away
from the ship before it is fully armed.
The safety devices take the following
forms:
1.The batteries are not activated until

the shell is fired. The ampoule breaks
and centrifugal force diffuses the elec-
trolyte.
2. The mechanical spin switch shorts

Cf and prevents it from charging until
the shell is rapidly rotating.
3. It takes time for Cf to charge suffi-

ciently to fire the squib.
4. A mercury switch shorts the squib

until the shell is rapidly rotating.
5. The powder train between the squib

and the detonator is not aligned until
the shell is spinning.
Sensitivity Testing
How do you test a VT fuze to make

sure its sensitivity is properly adjusted
so it will detonate at the desired dis~
tance from its target? A test firing range
was built near Albuquerque, N.M. Two
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After final testing, the electronics
bundle is embedded in a potting com-
pound.
The B~llery
Atthe beginning of development, dry

batteries were used but these had lim-
ited shelf tife especially when used in
tropical regions. This led to the devel-
opmentof a unique wet battery in which
the electrolyte was kept away from the
electrodes until the shell was fired. The
construction of the electrodes is remi-
niscent of the old Eveready 'layer-built'
batteries. Here the elements are circu-
lar discs which fit around a central am-
poule which holds the electrolyte. At
the instant of firing, this ampoule is
smashed open when it is driven against
the 'crusher'. The electrolyte then
quickly diffuses through the battery
electrodcs, being driven by centrifugal
force.
At the bottom of the stack are 60 ele-

ments which give 90 volts for the B
supply. Above this are three sets of
elements connected in parallel to pro-
vide filament current. Finally, the top
five elements provide 7.5 volts bias for
the thyratron.
In bombs dropped from aircraft and

those attached to rockets, the power
source is an AC generator attached to a
wind-driven propeller. A rectifier-fil-
ter converts the AC to DC for the plate
supply. The filaments are heated with
AC and special feedback circuits are
employed to cancel the resultant AC
hum. These bombs differ in several other
aspects and space does not permit fur-
ther discussion. See references 2 and 4
for more details.
The Doppler Effect
The Doppler effect Uwas mentioned

earlier. This is explained in more detail
in Fig. 6. In simplest terms, V1 acts as
both a radio transmitter and a regen-
erative receiver. A beat note between
the sent and received signals will occur
in the plate circuit of VI and build up in
amplitude as the missile approaches
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Figure 3. Representative circuit portraying basic elements in a VT fuze.
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